Fall Course Texts 2023
BEHP & HCML Online Programs

**BEHL 401: Clinical Bioethics** – Mark Kuczewski

*Required Texts*
Kuczewski, Pinkus, Wasson. *An Ethics Casebook for Hospitals: Practical Approaches to Everyday Ethics Consultations*, 2nd ed, 2018
  (Library Access: unlimited users)

*Suggested Texts (optional)*
Berlinger, Jennings, Wolf. *The Hastings Center Guidelines for Decisions on Life-Sustaining Treatment and Care Near the End of Life*, 2013
  (Library Access: 1 concurrent user)
Diekema, Mercurio, Adam, *Clinical Ethics in Pediatrics: A Case-Based Approach*, 2011
  (Library Access: unlimited users)

**BEHL 402: Justice & Health Care** – Kayhan Parsi, David Cook
Farmer, *Pathologies of Power*, 2004
  (Library Access: 2 concurrent users)
  (Library Access: unlimited users)
Sandel, *Justice: What’s the Right Thing to Do?* 2010
Galarneau, *Communities of Health Care Justice*, 2016
  (Library Access: unlimited users)
Dawes, Williams, *The Political Determinants of Health*, 2020

**BEHL 404: Biomedical Ethics & the Law** – Greg Smith

**BEHL 405: Research Ethics** – Holly Bante
  (Library Access: unlimited)
Iltis, MacKay, The Oxford Handbook of Research Ethics, 2020 (online)
  (Library Access: unlimited)

**BEHP 411: Public Health Ethics** – Lena Hatchett
*No Texts*

**BEHL 413: History of Medicine and Bioethics** – Kayhan Parsi, David Cook
AR Jonsen, *A Short History of Medical Ethics*, 2008
  (Library Access: unlimited users)
  (Library Access: unlimited users)
(Library Access: 1 concurrent user)
(Library Access)

**BEHL 415: Ethical and Religious Directives for Catholic Healthcare Leadership—Michael McCarthy**
DE DeCosse, TA Nairn, *Conscience and Catholic Health Care*, 2017
(Library Access)
D Horan, *Catholicity and Emerging Personhood: A Contemporary Theological Anthropology*, 2019
(Library Access)

**BEHL 429: Pediatric Ethics—Nanette Elster**
*No Texts*

**BEHL 431: Current Debates in Research Ethics—Emily Anderson**
*No Texts*

**BEHL 492: MA Research Capstone—Nanette Elster**
H Sword, *Stylish Academic Writing*, 2012
(Library Access: unlimited users)
JM Williams, GG Colomb, *Style: The Basics of Clarity and Grace*, 2014

**BEHL 500: Introduction to Healthcare Mission Leadership—Scott Kelley**
*No Texts*

**BEHL 510: Integrated Seminar in Ethics, Theology and Healthcare—Therese Lysaught**
*Paul Farmer: Theology and Medicine from the Margins*
(Library Access)
P Farmer, *The Uses of Haiti*, 2005
(Library Access)
(Library Access)
P Farmer, *Pathologies of Power*, 2004
P Farmer, *Haiti After the Earthquake*, 2011
(Library Access)
P Farmer, JL Weigel, *To Repair the World: Paul Farmer Speaks to the Next Generation*, 2019
(Library Access)
P Farmer, M Griffin, J Weis Block, et al, *In the Company of the Poor*, 2013
(Library Access)
J Weiss Block, *Paul Farmer: Servant to the Poor*, 2018
(Library Access)

**THEO 420: Suffering, Health, Disability, and Christian Ethics** – Michael McCarthy

Required reading will be posted in Sakai course.

**Suggested Texts (Optional):**


Eiesland, *This Abled God: Toward a Liberatory Theology of Disability*, 1994